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 Type of Product

 Code      Image      Product Description                                                                                                 Era     Stock

 Intended Usage/Scale

 4mm   7mmOther

Lineside

MR Ground Frame cabin - fold up design, no platform (L for Left or R for right handed)LS01 RC £6.00

Selection of early platform signs bridge and Way Out subway or platform offices (see list 
for details)

LS06-B RC £2.00

Platform signs - Subway and way OutLS06-S RC £2.00

Platform signs - Platform Offices and RoomsLS06-R RC £2.00

Platform signs for platform DoorsLS06-D NYAC

MR buildings small cast brackets (2 types)LS07A SC £2.50

MR buildings small cast brackets (12)LS07B SC £2.50

MR mile post supplement (240-259)LS11A SA £2.00

MR Mile Posts and Bridge Plates (choose one of three number series - see documents)LS11 SC £7.00

LMS Bridge Plates (Nos 1 to 99)LS12 SG £7.00

MR Signal Box name letters - 6 inches highLS08 RC £3.00

LMS Signal box name letters - 6 inches high (with alternative letter styles)LS10 RG £3.50

Signal Box name boards (Settle & Carlisle Peak District lines) - see list, eachLS09 SA £1.50

MR Signal box windows for Series 1,2 or 3 designs - specify box size & layoutLS02 OA

Midland Railway coal tubs plus chute for coal stage (set)LS19 NYAC

Midland Railway coal carrying buckets (static with lifting loop) (set)LS20 NYAC

Midland Railway coal shed tubs (wheeled with lifting beam) (set)LS21 NYAC

Beware and Trespass signs (8)LS14 RA £6.50

"Beware of the Engine" signs (2)LS18 SA £2.00

Roof ladders (4)LS17 SC £2.50

Signal Post Ladders  - requiring assembly (5 per pack)LS15 RA £5.00

Long Ladders (40ft) to MR pattern - set of 5 (requires assembly)LS16 RA £6.00

MR Signal wood taper post - 32ft long -hollow -  requires assemblyLS50 NYAA

MR Bracket wood signal post - 15ft long - hollow - requires assemblyLS51 NYAA

MR bracket wood signal post - 10ft 6ins long - hollow- requires assemblyLS52 NYAA

MR signal post platformLS53 NYAA

Saxby & Farmer LCDR signal cabin windows (from Selling)LS04 SC £2.00

Other Landscape features

Garden trellis 8 by 4 panels (2)SL1 RA £2.00

Iron bar gate one plain one with diagonal braceSL2 RA £4.00

Small post/wall mounted rectangular oil lamp (2)SL4A SC £3.00

Lift/ticket gate - sliding concertina patternSL3 SA £3.00

Large post/wall monted rectangular oil lamp (2)SL4B SC £3.00

Corner casting with flower pattern from Settle & Carlisle line station screens (6)SL5 SA £3.00

Wood gate (2)SL6 SC £3.00

Girder bridge sides (early rivited style) pair with safety screensSLGB1 OC £25.00

Profiles

Profiles range of mouldings for buildings and walls - 400mm, X=2 or 1, z is patternPROXz SA £2.50

Building Parts
Building Details

Double door "gothic" style from Bytham pub projectBD2 CA £2.00

Building roof ventilator "beehive" cupolas (e.g. Stables blocks) - low roof, apex fitting 
(including postage supplement)

BDV11 SA £3.00

Building roof ventilator "beehive" cupolas (e.g. Stables blocks) - low roof, level fitting  
(including postage supplement)

BDV12 SA £3.00

Building roof ventilator "beehive" cupolas (e.g. Stables blocks) - high roof, apex fitting  
(including postage supplement)

BDV13 SA £3.00

Building roof ventilator "beehive" cupolas (e.g. Stables blocks) - high roof, level fitting  
(including postage supplement)

BDV14 SA £3.00

Roof Ventilator - 10ft long 6 slats (2 per set)BDFV1 SA £3.00

Building Windows

Casement windows (6), small top hung (narrow metal frame design)BW1A RG £2.50

Casement windows (6), medium top and side hung (narrow metal frame design)BW1B RG £3.00

NOTES:
x   in item code is a variable
R   means regular stock item
No price or availability means NOT in stock
W  means available from web

HH   Available through Hobby Holidays
S      means scarce product
C      means commissioned item not always available
O      means packed to order only
NYA means Product NOT YET AVAILABLE
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The Products marked NYA will be introduced in batches.  It is not possible to guarantee the timetable or order in which this will happen.

Codes:
C - Before 1914  
G - 1914 -1950
N - 1950 - 1970's
A - ANY ERA


